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Abstract

The ability to recognize, localize and track dynamic ob-
jects in a scene is fundamental to many real-world appli-
cations, such as self-driving and robotic systems. Yet, tra-
ditional multiple object tracking (MOT) benchmarks rely
only on a few object categories that hardly represent the
multitude of possible objects that are encountered in the real
world. This leaves contemporary MOT methods limited to
a small set of pre-defined object categories. In this paper,
we address this limitation by tackling a novel task, open-
vocabulary MOT, that aims to evaluate tracking beyond pre-
defined training categories. We further develop OVTrack, an
open-vocabulary tracker that is capable of tracking arbitrary
object classes. Its design is based on two key ingredients:
First, leveraging vision-language models for both classifi-
cation and association via knowledge distillation; second,
a data hallucination strategy for robust appearance feature
learning from denoising diffusion probabilistic models. The
result is an extremely data-efficient open-vocabulary tracker
that sets a new state-of-the-art on the large-scale, large-
vocabulary TAO benchmark, while being trained solely on
static images.

1. Introduction

Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) aims to recognize, lo-
calize and track objects in a given video sequence. It is a
cornerstone of dynamic scene analysis and vital for many
real-world applications such as autonomous driving, aug-
mented reality, and video surveillance. Traditionally, MOT
benchmarks [9, 11, 19, 64, 71] define a set of semantic cate-
gories that constitute the objects to be tracked in the training
and testing data distributions. The potential of traditional
MOT methods [3, 4, 33, 43] is therefore limited by the tax-
onomies of those benchmarks. As consequence, contem-
porary MOT methods struggle with unseen events, leading
to a gap between evaluation performance and real-world
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Figure 1. OVTrack. We approach the task of open-vocabulary mul-
tiple object tracking. During training, we leverage vision-language
(VL) models both for generating samples and knowledge distilla-
tion. During testing, we track both base and novel classes unseen
during training by querying a vision-language model.

deployment.
To bridge this gap, previous works have tackled MOT in

an open-world context. In particular, Ošep et al. [46, 48]
approach generic object tracking by first segmenting the
scene and performing tracking before classification. Other
works have used class agnostic localizers [10, 49] to per-
form MOT on arbitrary objects. Recently, Liu et al. [37]
defined open-world tracking, a task that focuses on the eval-
uation of previously unseen objects. In particular, it requires
any-object tracking as a stage that precedes object classifica-
tion. This setup comes with two inherent difficulties. First,
in an open-world context, densely annotating all objects
is prohibitively expensive. Second, without a pre-defined
taxonomy of categories, the notion of what is an object is am-
biguous. As a consequence, Liu et al. resort to recall-based
evaluation, which is limited in two ways. Penalizing false
positives (FP) becomes impossible, i.e. we cannot measure
the tracker precision. Moreover, by evaluating tracking in a
class-agnostic manner, we lose the ability to evaluate how
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well a tracker can infer the semantic category of an object.
In this paper, we propose open-vocabulary MOT as an

effective solution to these problems. Similar to open-world
MOT, open-vocabulary MOT aims to track multiple objects
beyond the pre-defined training categories. However, instead
of dismissing the classification problem and resorting to
recall-based evaluation, we assume that at test time we are
given the classes of objects we are interested in. This allows
us to apply existing closed-set tracking metrics [34, 70] that
capture both precision and recall, while still evaluating the
tracker’s ability to track arbitrary objects during inference.

We further present the first Open-Vocabulary Tracker,
OVTrack (see Fig. 1). To this end, we identify and ad-
dress two fundamental challenges to the design of an open-
vocabulary multi-object tracker. The first is that closed-set
MOT methods are simply not capable of extending their
pre-defined taxonomies. The second is data availability, i.e.
scaling video data annotation to a large vocabulary of classes
is extremely costly. Inspired by existing works in open-
vocabulary detection [1, 13, 20, 76], we replace our classi-
fier with an embedding head, which allows us to measure
similarities of localized objects to an open vocabulary of
semantic categories. In particular, we distill knowledge from
CLIP [52] into our model by aligning the image feature
representations of object proposals with the corresponding
CLIP image and text embeddings.

Beyond detection, association is the core of modern MOT
methods. It is driven by two affinity cues: motion and ap-
pearance. In an open-vocabulary context, motion cues are
brittle since arbitrary scenery contains complex and diverse
camera and object motion patterns. In contrast, diverse ob-
jects usually exhibit heterogeneous appearance. However,
relying on appearance cues requires robust representations
that generalize to novel object categories. We find that CLIP
feature distillation helps in learning better appearance rep-
resentations for improved association. This is especially
intriguing since object classification and appearance model-
ing are usually distinct in the MOT pipeline [3, 16, 65].

Learning robust appearance features also requires strong
supervision that captures object appearance changes in dif-
ferent viewpoints, background, and lighting. To approach
the data availability problem, we utilize the recent success of
denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPMs) in image
synthesis [54,59] and propose an effective data hallucination
strategy tailored to appearance modeling. In particular, from
a static image, we generate both simulated positive and nega-
tive instances along with random background perturbations.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We define the task of open-vocabulary MOT and pro-

vide a suitable benchmark setting on the large-scale,
large-vocabulary MOT benchmark TAO [9].

2. We develop OVTrack, the first open-vocabulary multi-
object tracker. It leverages vision-language models to

t t+ 2 t+ 4

Figure 2. OVTrack qualitative results. We condition our tracker
on text prompts unseen during training, namely ‘heron’, ‘hippo’
and ‘drone’, and successfully track the corresponding objects in the
videos. The box color depicts object identity.

improve both classification and association compared
to closed-set trackers.

3. We propose an effective data hallucination strategy that
allows us to address the data availability problem in
open-vocabulary settings by leveraging DDPMs.

Owing to its thoughtful design, OVTrack sets a new state-
of-the-art on the challenging TAO benchmark [9], outper-
forming existing trackers by a significant margin while be-
ing trained on static images only. In addition, OVTrack
is capable of tracking arbitrary object classes (see Fig. 2),
overcoming the limitation of closed-set trackers.

2. Related work

Multiple object tracking. The dominant paradigm in
MOT literature is tracking-by-detection [53], where objects
are first detected in each frame, and subsequently associ-
ated across time. Thus, many works have focused on data
association, aiming to exploit similarity cues such as vi-
sual appearance [3, 16, 32, 42, 50, 60, 65, 69], 2D object mo-
tion [4,5,15,26,68] or 3D object motion [25,40,44,47,48,62]
most effectively. Recently, researchers have focused on learn-
ing data association with graph neural networks [6, 61] or
transformers [41,63,73,78]. However, those works dismiss a
more profound problem in the tracking-by-detection pipeline
that precedes data association: Contemporary object detec-
tors [23, 36, 55–57] are designed for closed-set scenarios
where all objects appear frequently in the training and test-
ing data distributions. Hence, Dave et al. [9] proposed a new
benchmark, TAO, that focuses on studying MOT in the long-
tail of the object category distribution. On this benchmark,
GTR [78], AOA [12], QDTrack [16] and TET [34] achieve
impressive performance. However, those works are still lim-
ited to pre-defined object categories and thus do not scale
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to the diversity of real-world settings. Our work enables
tracking of unseen classes from an open vocabulary.
Open-world detection and tracking. Open-world detec-
tion methods aim to detect any salient object in a given input
image irrespective of its category and beyond the training
data distribution in particular. However, object classification
under such a setting is ill-posed since novel classes will be
unknown by definition [2, 29]. As such, open-world detec-
tion methods utilize class agnostic localizers [10] and treat
classification as a clustering problem [29], estimating a simi-
larity between novel instances and grouping them into novel
classes via incremental learning.

Instead, open-vocabulary object detection methods aim to
detect arbitrary, but given classes of objects at test time [72].
For this, Bansal et al. [1] connect an object detector with
word representations [51]. Recently, models like CLIP [52]
learn visual representations from natural language supervi-
sion. Their main advantage over word representations is
better alignment of visual concepts and language descrip-
tion. Consequently, many works have focused on leveraging
image-text representations for open-vocabulary and few-shot
object detection [20, 76]. ViLD [20] distills CLIP image fea-
tures, while Detic [76] leverages classification data for joint
training. Other works have focused on learning good lan-
guage prompts for open-vocabulary object detection [13].

Fewer works have tackled the open-world problem in the
MOT domain. Existing works perform scene segmentation
and class agnostic tracking before classification [44, 46, 48]
or utilize class-agnostic proposal generation [10, 49], similar
to open-world detection methods. Liu et al. [37] propose an
open-world tracking benchmark, TAO-OW, that evaluates
class-agnostic tracking as a task that precedes classification.
However, this comes with the limitation that the evaluation
only captures tracker recall and no classification accuracy.
Instead of dismissing classification, we pose the problem in
a different way, i.e. at test time we know the novel classes
we are interested in. This allows us to capture both the
precision and recall of novel classes in our evaluation, while
our method maintains the ability to track any object.
Learning tracking from static images. Since labelled
video data is expensive to acquire at scale, recent methods
have proposed to use static images to supervise MOT meth-
ods [16, 66, 74, 77]. CenterTrack [77] proposes to learn
motion offsets from static images by random translation of
the input, while FairMOT [74] treats objects in a dataset
of static images as unique classes to distinguish. Inspired
by recent progress in self-supervised representation learn-
ing [7, 22, 45], Fischer et al. [16] propose to utilize data
augmentation in combination with a contrastive learning ob-
jective to learn appearance-based tracking from static images.
We go beyond classic data augmentation used in existing
works by generating positive and negative examples of ob-
jects along with background perturbations via generative

models, offering a more targeted approach to guiding appear-
ance similarity learning from static images.
Data generation for tracking. While aforementioned meth-
ods alleviate the data availability problem in MOT, there is
still room for improvement when it comes to data gener-
ation in video tasks. Therefore, a large body of research
has focused on data generation strategies that can benefit
tracking methods [8,14,17,28,30,31,58]. While early works
focused on obtaining synthetic data from computer graphics
engines [14,17,28,58], newer approaches combine 3D assets
with generative models for improved realism [8, 31]. Fewer
works have tackled data generation with generative models
only [30]. Recently, DDPMs [27, 54, 59] showed impressive
results in image synthesis. We leverage their data generation
fidelity to address the data availability problem that is par-
ticularly pronounced in open-vocabulary MOT with a novel
data hallucination strategy tailored to appearance modeling.

3. Open-Vocabulary MOT
In real-world scenarios, object categories follow a long-

tailed distribution with a rich vocabulary. The remarkable
diversity of the open world cannot be covered by a mono-
lithic dataset. However, existing MOT benchmarks focus
on closed-set evaluation, with often only a handful of object
classes being evaluated. Furthermore, the task setup requires
trackers to only track objects within a small set of training
categories. To bridge the gap between existing MOT bench-
marks and algorithms and real-world settings, we propose
the task of open-vocabulary MOT and define its training and
evaluation setup as follows.

At training time, we train a tracker M on the training
data distribution Dtrain = {Xtrain,Atrain} that contains video
sequences Xtrain and their respective annotations Atrain of
objects with semantic categories Cbase ⊂ N. Each annotation
α ∈ Atrain consists of a set of states {αt}t∈T for each frame
t ∈ T that the object is visible in. A state αt = (bt, ct)
comprises the object class c ∈ N and the 2D bounding box
b = [x, y, w, h], where (x, y) is the center location in pixel
coordinates and (w, h) are width and height, respectively.
At test time, we are given video sequences Xtest and a set
of object classes Cnovel ⊂ N \ Cbase that we are interested in.
We aim to find all tracks T of objects in Xtest belonging to
classes Cbase ∪ Cnovel. Each track state τt = (bt, pt, ct) ∈ T
contains predicted object confidence p ∈ [0, 1], class c ∈ N
and 2D bounding box b = [x, y, w, h]. The important dis-
tinctions to closed-set tracking are two-fold: 1) We evalu-
ate the tracker M not only on Cbase but also on Cnovel with
Cnovel ∩ Cbase = ∅, and 2) While Cnovel is known at test time,
our setup requires the tracker M to track arbitrary object
classes c ∈ N since Cnovel remains unknown at training time.
In particular, the evaluation of Cnovel illustrates the ability of
tracker M to track any unknown class c ∈ N \ Cbase, while
the classes in Cnovel serve as proxy.
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Figure 3. OVTrack training. From a single static Ikey, we generate Iref with our data hallucination strategy. We extract RoIs via a RPN [57]
and perform knowledge distillation from CLIP [52] via the embeddings of the text and image heads. Note that we train classification only on
Cbase. Further, we obtain appearance embeddings from the tracking head and apply our instance similarity loss on the image pair.

3.1. Benchmark

We utilize the large-scale, large-vocabulary MOT dataset
TAO [9] to establish a suitable benchmark for open-
vocabulary MOT. TAO mostly follows the taxonomy of
LVIS [21], which divides classes according to their occur-
rence into frequent, common and rare classes. To obtain
our held-out set Cnovel, we follow open-vocabulary detection
literature [20] and use the rare classes as defined by LVIS.
The intuition behind this is that the occurrence of rare classes
is correlated with uncommon scenarios and events that we
are particularly interested in evaluating.

With respect to evaluation, the advantage of defining
Cnovel is that we can apply closed-set tracking metrics in
a straightforward manner, while open-world MOT [37]
needs to resort to recall-based evaluation. Further, previ-
ous works [34, 37] have shown that the official evaluation
metric in TAO, Track mAP [70], is sub-optimal in terms of
handling FPs in presence of missing annotations. On the
contrary, the recently proposed TETA metric [34] handles
this shortcoming via local cluster evaluation. Also, TETA
disentangles classification from localization and association
performance. Thus, we choose TETA as the evaluation met-
ric for our setup to provide a comprehensive insight into the
localization, association, and open-vocabulary classification
performance of tracker M .

4. OVTrack

We present our Open-Vocabulary Tracker, OVTrack. We
address two perspectives of its design: 1) Model perspective:
We show how to handle the open-vocabulary setting in the
localization, classification, and association modules of the
tracker in Section 4.1; 2) Data perspective: Collecting and
annotating the necessary amount of training videos is imprac-
tical for open-vocabulary MOT. Therefore, we contribute a

novel training approach for learning object tracking without
video data in Section 4.2.

4.1. Model design

We decompose OVTrack’s functionality into localiza-
tion, classification and association and discuss our open-
vocabulary design philosophy in tackling difficulties for each
of those parts. The model design is illustrated in Fig. 3.
1) Localization: To localize objects of arbitrary and pos-
sibly unknown classes c ∈ N in a video, we train Faster
R-CNN [57] in a class-agnostic manner, i.e. we use only
the RPN and regression losses defined in [57]. We find
that this localization procedure can generalize well to object
classes that are unknown at training time, as also validated
by previous works [10,20,76]. During training, we use RPN
proposals as object candidates P for greater diversity, while
during inference, we use the refined RCNN outputs as object
candidates. Each candidate r ∈ P is defined by confidence
pr and bounding box br.
2) Classification: Existing closed-set trackers [3, 4, 16, 77]
can only track objects of categories in Cbase, i.e. objects
present and annotated in the training data distribution Dtrain.
To enable open-vocabulary classification, we need to be
able to configure the classes we are interested in without
re-training. Inspired by open-vocabulary detection litera-
ture [1], we connect our Faster R-CNN with the vision-
language model CLIP [52] that has been pre-trained on over
400 million image-text pairs for contrastive learning.

After extracting the RoI feature embeddings fr =
R(ϕ(I),br),∀r ∈ P from the backbone ϕ, we replace the
original classifier in Faster R-CNN with a text head and add
an image head generating the embeddings t̂r and îr, for each
fr. We use the CLIP text and image encoders to supervise
the heads following [13, 20]. In particular, we use the class
names to generate text prompts P(c) = {vc

1, ...,v
c
L,wc}
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Figure 4. OVTrack inference. Given an input video stream, we track objects of arbitrary classes, e.g. Cbase ∪ Cnovel. We first localize objects
agnostic of their class, then assign a semantic class label via the text embedding head, and finally associate them to existing tracks by
comparing their appearance embedding q obtained from the tracking head to the appearance embeddings in the track memory.

that consist of L context vectors vc and a class name embed-
ding wc. We feed the prompts into the CLIP text encoder E ,
generating text embeddings tc = E(P(c)),∀c ∈ Cbase. We
compute the affinity between the predicted embeddings t̂r
and their CLIP counterpart tc.

z(r)=[cos(t̂r, tbg), cos(t̂r, t1), · · · , cos(t̂r, t|Cbase|)] (1)

Ltext =
1

|P |
∑
r∈P

LCE(softmax(z(r)/λ), cr), (2)

where cos(v,k) = v·k
||v||||k|| , tbg a learned background

prompt, λ a temperature parameter, LCE the cross-entropy
loss and cr is the class label of r. Furthermore, we align
each îr with the CLIP image encoder I . For each r, we crop
the input image to br, and resize it to the required input
size to obtain the image embedding ir = I(R(I,br)). We
minimize the distance between the corresponding îr and ir.

Limage =
1

|P |
∑
r∈P

||̂ir − ir||1. (3)

3) Association: An open-vocabulary tracker should han-
dle diverse scenarios that comprise complex camera motion
and heterogeneous object motion patterns. However, those
patterns are difficult to model especially when there are not
enough video annotations available [16, 37]. Therefore, we
rely on appearance cues to robustly track objects in an open-
vocabulary context. Specifically, we employ a contrastive
learning approach inspired by [16, 34]. Given an image pair
(Ikey, Iref) we extract RoIs from both images and match the
RoIs to the annotations using intersection-over-union (IoU).
For each matched RoI in Ikey with appearance embedding
q ∈ Q, we cluster objects Q+ with the same identity and
divide objects Q− with different identity in Iref.

PosD(q) =
1

|Q+(q))|
∑

q+∈Q+

exp(q · q+)/τ), (4)

Sim(q) =
exp(q · q+/τ)

PosD(q) +
∑

q−∈Q− exp(q · q−/τ)
, (5)

Ltrack = −
∑
q∈Q

1

|Q+(q)|
∑

q+∈Q+(q)

log(Sim(q+)). (6)

We further apply an auxiliary loss Laux to constrain the mag-
nitude of the logits following [16].

During inference, we use straightforward appearance fea-
ture similarity for associating existing tracks T with objects
in P . In particular, for each track τ ∈ T and its correspond-
ing appearance embedding qτ , we compare its similarity
with all candidate objects r ∈ P using appearance embed-
ding qr. We measure the similarity s(τ, r) of existing tracks
with the candidate objects using both bi-directional soft-
max [16] and cosine similarity. We assign r to the track τ
with its maximum similarity, if s(τ, r) > β. If r does not
have a matching track, it starts a new track if its confidence
pr > γ and is discarded otherwise. The inference pipeline is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

4.2. Learning to track without video data

In this section, we focus on how to train OVTrack in
an open-vocabulary context. In particular, open-vocabulary
MOT is challenging from a data perspective since we need
to localize, classify, and associate possibly unknown objects
of extremely diverse appearance with fixed method compo-
nents. Thus, it is of fundamental importance to align our
training data distribution Dtrain with the conditions found in
evaluation. However, existing video datasets lack the diver-
sity of contemporary image datasets. Hence, it is essential
for open-vocabulary trackers to leverage not only video but
more importantly static image data during training.

We use the large-scale, diverse image dataset LVIS [21]
to train OVTrack. In particular, for each image Ikey we
generate a reference image Iref. Referring to our instance
similarity loss in Eq. 6, the appearance similarity learning
is constituted by contrasting positive and negative examples
q+ and q−. The corollary of this is that learning will be op-
timal if q+ consists of examples with distortions commonly
encountered in video data, such as change in object scale,
viewpoint or lighting, while q− contains examples with ap-
pearance changes associated with object identity, such as
different material. While distortions like translation, scaling,
and rotation can be simulated via classic data augmenta-
tion strategies [16, 74, 77], there are certain phenomena like
changes in object viewpoint, lighting or context that cannot
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Figure 5. Data hallucination strategy. Given an input image, its annotations and its caption, we generate x0 ∼ n and input it to the
diffusion model [59], which progressively denoises x from δ0 = 0.75 to η. At the same time, the foreground regions are kept fixed at each
iteration. Specifically, we compose the generated images xk ∼ mθ with foreground regions x̂k ∼ n at the current noise level, to obtain xk

as input for the next iteration. Finally, we arrive at Iref which we use for instance similarity learning.

be simulated by these.
Therefore, to simulate all desired properties of our in-

stance embedding space in Iref, we combine classic data aug-
mentations with a DDPM-based data hallucination strategy.
We use the data generation fidelity of stable diffusion [59]
to simulate q+ and q− via a specialized denoising process.
Generally, the denoising process of a DPPM can be viewed
as the inversion of a forward process that maps an input x
to Gaussian white noise N (0, I). In the forward direction,
Gaussian noise is added to the input image according to a
variance schedule δk in K steps.

n(xk|xk−1) = N (xk;
√

1− δk · xk−1, δkI). (7)

In the backward direction, a neural network with parameters
θ predicts the parameters µ and Σ of a Gaussian distribution
that reverses a forward step.

mθ(xk−1|xk) = N (xk−1;µθ(xk, k),Σθ(xk, k)). (8)

Our specialized denoising process is illustrated in Fig. 5.
We initialize Iref as Ikey and apply a random geometric trans-
formation to Iref. Next, we use the instance mask annotations
in LVIS to define the set of positive examples A+. We divide
each iteration of the denoising process of image Iref using
the union of all object masks in A+ into two branches fol-
lowing [39]. In addition, we use the conditioning mechanism
in [59] to guide the backward process with the corresponding
image caption. To initialize the backward process, we set
x0 to Iref at δ0 = 0.75 via the forward process n(xk|xk−1).
Note that x corresponds to a latent representation of Iref ob-
tained via the encoder of stable diffusion. In each iteration,
we apply mθ(xk−1|xk) to obtain a new sample xk ∼ mθ.
At the same time, we use the forward process n(xk|xk−1)
on the areas of A+ to generate x̂k ∼ n. At the end of
each reverse iteration, we compose the two versions via

xk = A+ · x̂k + (1 − A+) · xk. We iterate until δk ≤ η.
Finally, we apply mθ(xk−1|xk) to the whole image, without
branching, as a homogenization step between A+xk and
(1−A+)xk, while η > δk > 0.

By this process, we achieve three goals. First, we generate
random perturbations of the background. Second, we keep
the areas of A+ close to its original content in each denoising
step so that positive instances are integrated well into the
new background. Third, we generate distractor objects by
caption guided hallucination.

5. Experiments

5.1. Evaluation metrics

TETA. The tracking-every-thing accuracy (TETA) [34] is
calculated from three independent scores. First, the localiza-
tion accuracy (LocA) is calculated by matching all annotated
boxes α to the predicted boxes of T without taking classi-
fication into account: LocA = |TPL|

|TPL|+|FPL|+|FNL| . Next,
classification accruacy (ClsA) is computed based on all well-
localized TPL, comparing the predicted semantic classes
to the matched ground-truths: ClsA= |TPC|

|TPC|+|FPC|+|FNC| .
Finally, association accuracy (AssocA) is computed in
a similar fashion, comparing the identity of associated
ground truths with well-localized predictions: AssocA =

1
|TPL|

∑
b∈TPL

|TPA(b)|
|TPA(b)|+|FPA(b)|+|FNA(b)| . The TETA

score is computed as the arithmetic mean of the three scores.
Track mAP. The Track mAP [70] is calculated using the
3D IoU between the bounding boxes of a predicted track τ

and an annotated track α by IoU3D(τ, α) =
∑

t∈T τt∩αt∑
t∈T τt∪αt

. It
is used analogous to 2D bounding box IoU to calculate the
popular average precision metric per class as in [21]. The
Track mAP is the average of the per-class scores across a set
of IoU3D thresholds.
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Table 1. Open-vocabulary MOT comparison. We compare our method with existing closed-set trackers and off-the-shelf open-vocabulary
baselines on base and novel classes on the validation and test sets of TAO [9]. We indicate the classes and data the methods trained on. Note
that methods using TAO data utilize videos for training. All methods use ResNet50 [18] as backbone.

Method Classes Data Base Novel

Validation set Base Novel CC3M LVIS TAO TETA LocA AssocA ClsA TETA LocA AssocA ClsA

QDTrack [16] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 27.1 45.6 24.7 11.0 22.5 42.7 24.4 0.4
TETer [34] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 30.3 47.4 31.6 12.1 25.7 45.9 31.1 0.2
DeepSORT (ViLD) [65] ✓ - - ✓ ✓ 26.9 47.1 15.8 17.7 21.1 46.4 14.7 2.3
Tracktor++ (ViLD) [3] ✓ - - ✓ ✓ 28.3 47.4 20.5 17.0 22.7 46.7 19.3 2.2

OVTrack ✓ - - ✓ - 35.5 49.3 36.9 20.2 27.8 48.8 33.6 1.5

RegionCLIP [75]
+ DeepSORT [65] ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ 28.4 52.5 15.6 17.0 24.5 49.2 15.3 9.0
+ Tracktor++ [3] ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ 29.6 52.4 19.6 16.9 25.7 50.1 18.9 8.1
+ OVTrack ✓ - ✓ ✓ - 36.3 53.9 36.3 18.7 32.0 51.4 33.2 11.4

Test set Base Novel CC3M LVIS TAO TETA LocA AssocA ClsA TETA LocA AssocA ClsA

QDTrack [16] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 25.8 43.2 23.5 10.6 20.2 39.7 20.9 0.2
TETer [34] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ 29.2 44.0 30.4 10.7 21.7 39.1 25.9 0.0
DeepSORT (ViLD) [65] ✓ - - ✓ ✓ 24.5 43.8 14.6 15.2 17.2 38.4 11.6 1.7
Tracktor++ (ViLD) [3] ✓ - - ✓ ✓ 26.0 44.1 19.0 14.8 18.0 39.0 13.4 1.7

OVTrack ✓ - - ✓ - 32.6 45.6 35.4 16.9 24.1 41.8 28.7 1.8

RegionCLIP [75]
+ DeepSORT [65] ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ 27.0 49.8 15.1 16.1 18.7 41.8 9.1 5.2
+ Tracktor++ [3] ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ 28.0 49.4 18.8 15.7 20.0 42.4 12.0 5.7
+ OVTrack ✓ - ✓ ✓ - 34.8 51.1 36.1 17.3 25.7 44.8 26.2 6.1

Table 2. Closed-set MOT Track mAP comparison. We compare
to existing trackers on TAO [9] validation. Competing methods use
ResNet101 [24], we use ResNet50 as backbone. All methods use
Faster R-CNN [57]. We include results with stronger detectors and
additional data in gray. † does not use videos for training.

Method Track mAP50 Track mAP75 Track mAP

SORT-TAO [9] 13.2 - -
QDTrack [16] 15.9 5.0 10.6
GTR† [78] 20.4 - -
TAC [67] 17.7 5.80 7.30
BIV [66] 19.6 7.30 13.6

OVTrack† 21.2 10.6 15.9

GTR + CenterNet2† [78] 22.5 - -
AOA [12] 25.8 - -

5.2. Implementation details

We use ResNet50 [24] with FPN [35]. We filter object
candidates P by non-maximum suppression (NMS) with
an IoU threshold of 0.7 and randomly select |P | = 256
candidates per image. We set λ = 0.07 in Ltext. We use a
two-stage training process, first training the detection com-
ponents following [13, 20], second fine-tuning the model for
tracking with loss weights 0.25 for Ltrack and 1.0 for Laux
following [16]. We train on the LVIS dataset, with one hal-
lucinated counterpart per image in the dataset. While we
use the full dataset for the state-of-the-art comparison, we
use a subset of 10,000 images for the ablation studies due
to resource constraints. Unless otherwise noted, we use the
following data augmentations in training: resizing, random
horizontal flipping, color jittering, random affine transfor-
mation, and mosaic composition with varying parameters
between Ikey and Iref. We use η = 0.02 for data generation.
For inference, we select object candidates P by NMS with

Table 3. Closed-set MOT TETA comparison. We compare to
existing trackers on the TAO [9] validation. Benchmark results
are taken from [34]. All competing methods use ResNet101 [24]
except AOA [12], we use ResNet50 as backbone. All methods use
Faster R-CNN [57]. † does not use videos for training.

Method TETA LocA AssocA ClsA

SORT-TAO [9] 24.8 48.1 14.3 12.1
Tracktor [3] 24.2 47.4 13.0 12.1
DeepSORT [65] 26.0 48.4 17.5 12.1
AOA [12] 25.3 23.4 30.6 21.9
Tracktor++ [9] 28.0 49.0 22.8 12.1
QDTrack [16] 30.0 50.5 27.4 12.1
TETer [34] 33.3 51.6 35.0 13.2

OVTrack† 34.7 49.3 36.7 18.1

an IoU threshold of 0.5. We keep a track memory of 10
frames to re-identify objects after occlusion and set β = 0.5
and γ = 0.0001 (see Sec. 4.1).

5.3. Comparison to state-of-the-art

Open-vocabulary MOT. In Tab. 1, we show the open-
vocabulary MOT evaluation on the TAO validation and test
sets, divided into base classes Cbase and novel classes Cnovel.
For details on the setup, please refer to the supplemental
material. The baselines we establish are composed of both
closed-set and open-vocabulary trackers. We choose the
two state-of-the-art closed-set trackers, TETer [34] and QD-
Track [16], trained on Cbase ∪Cnovel. In addition, we combine
off-the-shelf trackers DeepSORT [65] and Tracktor++ [3]
with the open-vocabulary detector ViLD [20] as baseline
open-vocabulary trackers. These are, like OVTrack, trained
on Cbase only. Note that all baselines use video data for
training, while we use only static images.

Our approach substantially outperforms all closed-set and
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open-vocabulary baselines. We achieve consistent improve-
ment across LocA, AssocA, and ClsA on both base and
novel classes. The baselines trained on Cbase ∪ Cnovel can, in
some cases, correctly classify objects in Cnovel but achieve
poor results. On the contrary, both the open-vocabulary base-
lines and our tracker achieve significantly higher ClsA on
novel classes. However, we note that classification on the
TAO dataset remains a very challenging task. The absolute
ClsA scores on novel classes are low. This is partially due
to the nature of the ClsA metric, which only considers top-1
classification accuracy, while classes on the TAO dataset are
diverse and fine-grained.

Therefore, we investigate the use of stronger, recently
proposed open-vocabulary detectors. We combine Region-
CLIP [75] with our off-the-shelf baselines and OVTrack. We
replace the localization and classification parts of OVTrack
with RegionCLIP while keeping the association fixed. We
observe that ClsA increases substantially for all trackers on
novel classes. Our method achieves the best performance by
a wide margin and achieves the best ClsA scores with 11.4
and 6.1 on the validation and test sets, respectively. Note
however that RegionCLIP makes use of additional data.
Closed-set MOT. In Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 we compare to
existing works on the validation split of TAO using Track
mAP and TETA metrics, respectively. Note that our method
neither uses video data for training, nor is it trained on rare
classes as defined in Sec. 3.1, while all of the compared
closed-set trackers train on video data and use the held-out
rare classes for training as they are part of the closed-set
evaluation in TAO. We outperform all previous works by a
sizable margin on both metrics. By examining the TETA
scores in Tab. 3, we observe that our tracker obtains 2.3
points less in LocA compared to TETer [34]. However, our
approach beats TETer in terms of AssocA by 1.7 points
and greatly improves in ClsA by 4.9 points, illustrating the
positive effect of CLIP distillation on both classification and
associated compared to closed-set trackers. This validates
our design in Sec. 4.1. Note that while AOA [12] has a
better ClsA, it ensembles multiple few-shot detection and
re-identification models trained on additional datasets as
reported by previous works [34, 78]. Overall, our approach
surpasses the previous state-of-the-art by 1.4 points in TETA
and 2.3 points in Track mAP while using a weaker backbone
and the same detector.

5.4. Ablation studies

CLIP knowledge distillation. In Tab. 4 we analyze the
effect of the knowledge distillation described in Sec. 4.1.
In particular, we observe that using both Ltext and Limage is
more effective for classification than using only Ltext, im-
proving ClsA significantly from 15.6 to 18.1, while LocA
and AssocA stay at the same level of performance.
Data hallucination strategy. We validate the effective-

Table 4. Ablation study on CLIP knowledge distillation. We
show that using both Ltext and Limage is important to classification
performance when doing CLIP knowledge distillation (Sec. 4.1).

Ltext Limage TETA LocA AssocA ClsA

✓ - 34.0 50.5 35.7 15.6
✓ ✓ 34.3 49.3 35.4 18.1

Table 5. Ablation study on data hallucination strategy. We show
that our data hallucination strategy (‘DDPM’, Sec. 4.2) improves
the association of a closed-set tracker [34] and our OVTrack on
TAO [9] validation. We ensemble it with data augmentations, where
‘Standard’ refers to random resize and horizontal flip, ‘Heavy’ to
color jitter, random affine transformation and mosaic.

Standard DDPM Heavy TETA LocA AssocA ClsA

TETer-SwinT
✓ - - 32.3 50.7 30.6 15.5
✓ ✓ - 33.2 51.2 33.0 15.4
✓ ✓ ✓ 34.3 51.4 35.5 15.8

OVTrack
✓ - - 32.5 48.9 31.1 17.6
✓ ✓ - 33.3 48.9 32.9 18.0
✓ ✓ ✓ 34.4 49.1 35.7 18.3

ness of our data hallucination strategy described in Sec. 4.2
by training both the closed-set tracker TETer [34] and our
OVTrack with it. Note that we choose to use SwinT [38]
with TETer and ResNet50 [24] with our OVTrack to achieve
similar performance, in order to fairly compare the perfor-
mance difference on both trackers. Tab. 5 shows the TETA
results on the TAO validation set. We observe that our data
hallucination strategy improves the AssocA significantly for
both trackers, while LocA and ClsA are comparable. In par-
ticular, we improve 2.4 and 1.8 points in AssocA for TETer
and OVTrack, respectively. Further, ensembling our data
generation strategy with heavy data augmentations yields
another 2.5 and 1.8 points improvement. Overall, we show
that our data generation strategy improves instance similarity
learning across both closed-set and open-vocabulary trackers
while being complementary to classic data augmentation.

6. Conclusion
This work introduced open-vocabulary MOT as an ef-

fective solution to evaluating multi-object trackers beyond
pre-defined training categories. We defined a suitable bench-
mark setting and presented OVTrack, a data-efficient open-
vocabulary tracker. By using knowledge distillation from
vision-language models, we improve tracking while going
beyond limited dataset taxonomies. In addition, we put forth
a data hallucination strategy tailored to instance similarity
learning that addresses the data availability problem in open-
vocabulary MOT. As a result, OVTrack learns tracking from
static images and is able to track arbitrary objects in videos
while outperforming existing trackers by a sizable margin
on the large-scale, large-vocabulary TAO [9] benchmark.
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